Abstract -Among the current fast-paced life, with the popularity of smart phones, tablet PCs and other mobile devices, people use smart mobile devices frequency is much higher than the computer. Mobile is already an indispensable tool. In order to use mobile phones to help students and teachers study and work well, especially for individual courses to management, this individual course management system was designed based on the Android system. The system test results showed that this system can remind everyone to submit homework, give the exam time and class time, and make teachers and students work and study in the most effective way.
Introduction
With the popularity of smart phones, tablet PCs and other mobile devices, mobile phones have become an indispensable tool for people. In order to use the phone to help teachers and students learning better and provide a convenient to students in the school curriculum, especially for personal curriculum management, the paper studied the mobile application development technology through the methods of literature and experimental verification, the Individual Course Management System Based on Android has been designed and implemented.
Design of the Individual Course Management System

The System Architecture
Personal curriculum management system is mainly through the electronic information system using a mobile phone system to remind students and teachers in the school curriculum, assignments, exams and other functions. System which focuses on the realization that the system for managing personal curriculum, so the system should have a high degree of customization to meet the individual and secondly to manage the content related to the course, such as the management of the entire operation, the amount of curriculum management as well as finishing and examination information. The system is divided into four sub-systems: (the overall structure of the system is shown in Figure 2-1) . Fig. 2-1 The overall structure diagram of the course management system based on Android system
In Fig. 2-1 , the course management subsystem includes three parts of browsing curriculum, adding course and editing course. Browsing curriculum section allows the user to see the distribution of all the courses in a week. Homework management subsystem is divided into four parts of operations, adding homework, editing homework and completing the homework, the main function of which is to complete the job allows users to modify the homework completion status, so that the finished homework will not appear in the reminder list. Exam management subsystem is divided into view, add exam, edit and complete the exam examination of four parts. System settings management subsystem is divided into three parts that include setting semester weeks, setting the reminder time and emptying the database. The subsystem can calculate the current school semester week according to the current date and the start date of the school semester to alert the user, and the subsystem can calculate the alerting items based on the time of the current date, all homework assignments, examinations and the reminder time set by user.
The Design Ideas of the System
Because of the main customers for the system are students and teachers at the school, the application needs should be accessed at any time, and because of the number of users is larger, the information of each person is different, faster data updates, job information changes quickly, the need to regularly update the database data, and most of the teachers and students still use 2G mode mobile phone, the speed has become a major performance bottleneck for mobile devices. Taking into account the above characteristics, the system is developed by offline single-client mod. In this way, although the signal is weak and slow speed, the teachers and students can also use the system normally to access the course management information about personal curriculum and examination, homework submission time, etc. The above information is directly saved on the user' mobile without any network, it can be simply called from the local database and greatly reduce the cost. Because of the system has no exposure-related data to the outside world interactive interface, it can greatly improved the security of the system.
Research on Key Technologies of the System
The Individual Course Management System Based on Android includes four sub-systems. This chapter will describe the key technologies in system designing and implementing detailed.
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The Key Technology of Building a Database
The implementation of information input, information query, modification, system settings and other functions, all need the information stored in the database. First a database should be built. The function of create a database is as follows:
The above function can open the database, and if the database does not exist, it will be created. In which DBName represents the database name, Version represents the version number, Desp represents the depiction, and Space represents the database space. If the database was successfully created, it returns a handle. Then it can use the returned handle (for example, the handle is db) to communicate with the database directly. The function of communication is as follows:
The above function can transfer SQLfunciton to the database to execute. If an error occurs then call error callback function. SQL function is the database statements, which function method prototype is as follows:
This function can be attached to the two functions, corresponding database statement of success and failure corresponding database statement of success and failure callback functions. In which, tx is a variable which passed to SQLfunction automatically by transaction when calling it. The tx includes some function handles of database operations.
Android Bottom Interface Selection Method
Since the system is based on web + native app development of mixed systems, so you need to call the underlying Android interface by JavaScript [1] , to achieve at the dawn of time specified by the user prompts to have the upcoming exams and other functions to be submitted .
Here mainly use the Notification API in the Phone Gap [2] . Notification API primarily for visual, auditory and tactile notification of equipment. It consists of four methods: notification. alert, notification. confirm, notification. beep, notification. vibrate. In Android-based personal course management system development, the main methods are notification. alert, notification. beep and notification. vibrate.
Among them, the method notification. alert function is to display a custom warning or dialog function implemented by navigator. notification. alert (message, alert Callback, [title], [button Name]), in which the message is the dialog information , alert Callback is the callback function when the warning dialog is ignored, 'title' is the title of the dialog box , 'button Name' is the button name, notification. beep function is to make the device beep , implemented by navigator. Notification, beep (times) function, which time is the number of beep repetitions times, notification. vibrate function is to make the device vibrate specified length of time , the function implemented by navigator. notification. vibrate (time), which time is the device vibrate time in milliseconds.
The Key Technologies of System Alerts
In individual course management system, we must first get the user's current storage homework and examination information, and organize, identify requirements, such as compliance with the reminder time homework and exam information. The system uses the following methods to achieve:
Database can be sorted by time information on all homework listed by the above method, and then we deal with these data: the user set in advance in accordance with homework alerts should be screened for the homework which needs to be submitted in the near future. Others process information data just the same. The following code returns the data according to the database to find a homework unfinished (result.rows.item (i) fin = 1.!):
Having identified the unfinished homework, get the date (tt.today.getTime ()), plus the time (tt.homework.time * 3600000 * 24), to calculate the time when the user need to submit homework. Exam Information is also screened in the same manner, except that test is completed or not, but according to the time set by user and the current time information to determine the test reminder time.
The System Test
This chapter focuses on the testing and operation of the system, in order to detect the status of the system running.
Hardware Environmental Requirements
The system hardware environment requirements are shown in table 4-1. Figure 4 -2, after the user enters class time it will automatically verify the current setting of time, if you already have a class it will make a prompt. After you have entered the entire information click on the completion of construction, the information will be recorded in the database and update the curriculum pages of information.
In the course details page, shown in Figure 4 -3, it shows the course of the current time information stored in the database and gives two functions: to modify the curriculum and delete courses to choose from.
In modifying the course page, as shown in Figure 4 -4, you can modify the course of all information except for class time, after clicking OK modifications, will present data from a database in a timely and prompt modified successfully. 
System Settings Module
As shown in Figure 4 -7, in the System Settings page, the operation is simple, you can set the start date, homework alert, the exam questions. Also on this page you can initialize the database, clear all data. 
Conclusion
The system provides a convenient query school curriculum function for teachers and students. With mobile phones, users no longer need to take photos of curriculum stored in the phone, but can freely accord to their own needs to add course, without network in the system, and can easily record homework and examination. The system can give smart prompt according user's recorded information, so users will not miss any important matter. The Individual Course Management System can truly meet the needs of teachers and students, and provide a function with viable, independent of time, place and network restrictions.
